
Reading: 

The long reign of Elizabeth, who became known as the "Virgin Queen" for her reluctance to endanger 

her authority through marriage, coincided with the flowering of the English Renaissance, associated 

with such renowned authors as William Shakespeare. By her death in 1603, England had become a 

major world power in every respect, and Queen Elizabeth I passed into history as one of England's 

greatest monarchs. 

1. The writer believes Queen Elizabeth I did not marry because 

A she did not want to diminish her power. 

B she did not fall in love. 

C there were no suitable matches. 

D she was preoccupied with the English Renaissance. 

 

Scientists have found a new function of the nuclear membrane, the envelope that encases and protects 

DNA in the nucleus of a cell — it fixes potentially fatal breaks in DNA strands. Previously, the nuclear 

membrane was thought to be mostly just a protective bubble around the nuclear material, with pores 

acting as channels to transport molecules in and out. But a recent study has documented how broken 

strands of a portion of DNA known as heterochromatin are dragged to the nuclear membrane for repair. 

The reason why we don't experience thousands of cancers every day in our body is because we have 

incredibly efficient molecular mechanisms that repair the frequent damages occurring in our DNA. 

2. The main idea of the passage is 

A to present the findings from new research. 

B to refute old notions of the structure of DNA. 

C to describe how heterochromatin functions. 

D to explain how our bodies destroy pre-cancerous cells. 

 

Marvin Freeman’s groundbreaking new study of the plays of Henrik Ibsen will alter the course of Ibsen 

scholarship forever. Previously, scholars limited the areas of their studies to a particular phase of 

Ibsen’s career, since a different scholarly approach seemed to fit each of the phases. Freeman has 

instead taken on the entirety of Ibsen’s work. Happily, this breadth of scholarship does not diminish the 

depth with which Freeman explores each work. The career of Ibsen is now liberated from arbitrary 

divisions and stands before us as a complete picture. It will be years before we can fully appreciate the 

service that Freeman has rendered.    

3. What is the main point of the paragraph? 

A Freeman has triumphed over obstacles. 

B Henrik Ibsen has triumphed over obstacles. 

C Freeman’s book is overly complicated, despite its scholastic value. 

D Freeman’s book will have lasting importance 

 

Caused by a genetic mutation that prevents humans from synthesizing vitamin C, scurvy was inevitable 

in long voyages of discovery during which fresh food was hard to get, causing the body to disintegrate. 

One of the remarkable symptoms was an extreme receptivity to sensory impressions. Sudden sounds, 

such as a loud boom from a musket or a cannon blast, were known to kill scorbutic sailors. Even 

pleasant stimuli such as a drink of fresh water, or a long-awaited taste of fruit, could provoke a seizure 

and put an end to their lives.    

4. The passage implies which of the following about scorbutic sailors? 

A Fresh food could cure them of the disease. 

B They would be prone to genetic mutation. 

C They could be easily overwhelmed. 

D They were more likely to commit suicide. 

 



NASA's Kepler Space Telescope has discovered a star with three planets only slightly larger than 

Earth. Its outermost planet orbits in the 'Goldilocks' zone — a region where surface temperatures could 

be moderate enough for liquid water, and perhaps life, to exist. The star ranks among the top 10 nearest 

stars known to have transiting planets. 

5. The purpose of the passage is to 

A explore the possibility of life in outer space. 

B fundraise for further research. 

C announce the discovery of a new planet. 

D describe the conditions required for the ‘Goldilocks’ zone. 

 

The amount of time a person sits during the day is associated with a higher risk of heart disease, 

diabetes, cancer, and death, regardless of regular exercise, according to a recent study. More than one 

half of an average person's day is spent being sedentary — sitting, watching television, or working at a 

computer. Avoiding sedentary time and getting regular exercise are both important for improving your 

health and survival. 

6. Which of the following is implied by the passage? 

A.  Regular exercise will help counteract the negative effects of being sedentary. 

B. Physical activity alone may not be enough to reduce the risk for disease. 

   C Sitting still causes some types of heart disease and cancer. 

D Watching television while on a treadmill is considered sedentary time. 

 

At the time Paine wrote "Common Sense," most colonists considered themselves to be aggrieved 

Britons. Paine fundamentally changed the tenor of colonists' argument with the crown when he wrote 

the following: "Europe, and not England, is the parent country of America. This new world hath been 

the asylum for the persecuted lovers of civil and religious liberty from every part of Europe. Hither 

they have fled, not from the tender embraces of the mother, but from the cruelty of the monster; and it 

is so far true of England, that the same tyranny which drove the first emigrants from home, pursues 

their descendants still." 

7. The main idea of the paragraph suggests that Paine 

A influenced people to migrate from England to the colonies. 

B contributed to the colonists’ growing sense of group identity. 

C refuted the notion that most colonists emigrated from Britain. 

D had come from a country other than England. 

 

Many people fail to realize just how crucial getting a good night's sleep actually is. It is usually 

suggested that adults get about seven hours of sleep every night, and younger children should get even 

more. Sleep has several benefits. First, it is believed to improve memory. This is one reason why it is 

always preferable to sleep the night before a test rather than stay up for the entire night to review the 

information. On a related note, sleep also improves concentration and mental alertness. Those who get 

sufficient sleep are able to concentrate on work tasks better and also react faster when they are driving 

a car, for example. Finally, people who get enough sleep have better immunity against illness. The 

reason for this is not fully understood, but researchers believe that an increase in the production of 

growth hormone and melatonin plays a role. 

8. The main purpose of this passage is 

A to present strategies for improving memory and concentration. 

  B to identify which hormones can boost immunity. 

  C to talk about the benefits of sleep. 

D to discuss how much sleep people should get. 

 



A bird's feathers are extremely important, and when they clean and smooth them, it is known as 

preening. Birds in the wild preen their feathers on a regular basis. This is true of most captive birds as 

well, but not all. For example, some birds do not preen their feathers at all. This problem is most 

common in birds that are taken from their mothers at a very young age. Presumably, the absence of 

preening is due to the fact that they were never shown how to do it properly. A more common problem 

among captive birds is excessive preening. Some birds may pull out large numbers of their feathers or 

bite them down to the skin. It should be noted that wild birds never exhibit this kind of behavior. There 

are several suggestions about how the problem of excessive preening can be solved. Giving birds baths 

or placing them in an area that has more activity to prevent boredom are suggestions. However, these 

measures are often not sufficient to solve the problem. 

9. The purpose of the passage is 

A to discuss why preening is important. 

  B to explain how excessive preening problems can be solved. 

  C to give an overview of abnormal preening in birds. 

D  to compare captive birds to wild birds. 

 

Hibernation in animals is an extremely fascinating phenomenon, one that biologists are not yet close to 

understanding fully. However, it is quite easy to understand why animals hibernate during the cold 

winter months. Usually, it is because their food is quite scarce during this time. Animals that are 

herbivores will find the winters extremely tough, because all of the vegetation will have died off by the 

time winter arrives. Hibernation is essentially a way of dealing with this food shortage. Animals like 

birds rely on seeds and small insects for sustenance. Obviously, these will also be quite scarce in the 

winter when the ground becomes covered and frozen. Many birds address their upcoming food 

shortage in quite a different way: they migrate to warmer areas where their sources of food will be 

plentiful.  

10. The main reason animals hibernate is 

  A to avoid the harsh weather that occurs during the winter months. 

  B to cut down on their food consumption during the winter months. 

C to avoid food shortages that occur during the winter months. 

  D to travel to a warmer area where food will be more plentiful. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Writing: Select the best version of the underlined part of the sentence. The first choice is often the same 

as the original sentence. If you think the original sentence is best, choose the first answer. 

 

1. Returning to his old job, everything there looked the same as John remembered. 

A Returning to his old job, 

B As he was returning to his old job, 

C When he returned to his old job, 

D To have returned to his old job, 

 

2. I was alarmed by the noise looking through the window to see who was outside. 

A I was alarmed by the noise looking 

B The noise alarmed me, looking 

C I was alarmed by the noise, looked 

D Alarmed by the noise, I looked 

 

 

3. Scientists have found evidence that acid rain was a major cause of the largest extinction on Earth 250 

million years ago. 
A Scientists have found evidence that acid rain was a major cause of the largest extinction 

B The largest extinction, caused by acid rain, was found by scientists to have happened 

C Scientists have been finding evidence that acid rain is being a major cause of the largest extinction 

D The largest extinction, which was found by scientists happening, could have been a major cause 

 

4. Rushing to the scene, the frightened cat was stuck high in the tree and had to be pulled down by the 

firemen. 

A the frightened cat was stuck high in the tree and had to be pulled down by the firemen. 

B the cat that was frightened and stuck high in the tree was pulled down by the firemen. 

C the firemen had to pull down the frightened cat that was stuck high in the tree. 

D the firemen pulled down the frightened cat and were stuck high in the tree. 

 

5. For a lizard, losing their tail in an accident is not detrimental to their health since they can grow back. 

A their tail in an accident is not detrimental to their health since they 

B its tail in an accident is not detrimental to its health since it 

C their tails in an accident is not detrimental to their healths since they 

D its tails in an accident is not detrimental to its health since they 

 

6. Although the horse is easily startled by sudden noises, it can be trained to ignore distractions and 

remain calm even in parades. 

Rewrite the above sentence beginning with “The horse is easily startled by sudden noises, . . .”. The next 
words will be 

A but it can be trained 

B and it will be trained 

C even if it were trained 

D nevertheless being trained 

 

7. It began to snow, and all the children ran outside to build a snowman. 

Rewrite it beginning with “All the children ran outside to build a snowman . . .”. The next words will be 
A it began to snow 

B since it did snow 

C because it had begun to snow 

D as snowing had begun 



8. After a five-mile hike, the couple felt in need of a break. 

Rewrite it beginning with “The couple felt in need of a break . . .”. The next words will be 
A and they hiked for five miles 

B despite having hiked for five miles 

C hiking for five miles 

D after hiking for five miles 

 

9. Chemical changes are sometimes difficult to distinguish from physical changes, but some examples of 

physical changes, such as melting water, chopped wood, and ripped paper, are very easy to recognize.  

Rewrite it beginning with “Melting water, chopped wood, and ripped paper . . . .” The next words will be 

A are sometimes difficult to distinguish 

  B  are chemical changes 

  C are some examples of physical changes 

  D are very easy to recognize 

 

10. Mary didn’t notice much bass guitar in the rock song when she heard the band’s encore. 

Rewrite it beginning with “Hearing the band’s encore, . . .”. The next words will be 

A there wasn’t much bass guitar noticed by Mary in the rock song 

B the rock song Mary heard didn’t have much bass guitar 

C bass guitar wasn’t noticed in the rock song by Mary 

D Mary didn’t notice much bass guitar in the rock song 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Revision and Essay:  

1. The interior design motif of shabby chic has popularized the look of French country cottage chic: rose-

themed patterns, crystal lighting fixtures, and distressed antiques. 

Rewrite it beginning with “Popularizing the look of French country cottage chic, . . .”. The next words will 
be 

A rose-themed patterns 

B crystal lighting fixtures 

C distressed antiques 

D the interior design motif 

 

2. If our community gathered together and agreed to curb our water usage, then we would not suffer so 

much from the effects of the drought. 

Rewrite it beginning with “By curbing our water usage, . . .”. The next words will be 
A then we 

B our community 

C the effects 

D the drought 

 

3. Jupiter with its numerous moons, and Great Red Spot, has been studied extensively by astronomers. 

A Jupiter with, its numerous moons and Great Red Spot, 

B Jupiter with, its numerous moons, and Great Red Spot, 

C Jupiter with its numerous moons, and Great Red Spot, 

D Jupiter, with its numerous moons and Great Red Spot, 

 

4. Many companies are now using social networking sites like Facebook and MySpace to market there 

service and product. 

A to market there service and product 

B which market their services and products 

C to market their services and products 

D and market their service and products 

 

5. Claude Monet was a famous painter who’s well-known painting includes “San Giorgio Maggiore at 

Dusk” and “The Water Lily Pond.” 

A whose well-known paintings include 

B who's well-known painting includes 

C who well-known paintings include 

D whose well-known painting including 

 

6. Firefighters and police officers risk their lives often by stepping into the way of danger physically; 

therefore, professionals such as doctors and lawyers have an equally significant impact on individuals’ 

lives medically and legally. 

 A therefore 

 B nevertheless 

 C as a result 

 D similarly  

 

7. In many cultures they consider fish eggs a delicacy. 

 A In many cultures they consider fish eggs a delicacy. 

 B In many cultures, fish eggs are considered a delicacy. 

 C In many cultures, a delicacy is considered to be fish eggs. 

 D They consider fish eggs to be a delicacy in many cultures. 



Essay Writing: 

Do you think it is possible for one to make a Faustian bargain and escape any repercussions? Provide your 

thesis and two supporting examples or statements (minimum 3 sentences). 

(Note: Faust, a folkloric character in a classic German legend, is a scholar who is highly accomplished yet 

becomes discontented with his life and its limitations. Thus, he makes a pact with the Devil, 

Mephistopheles, exchanging his soul for unlimited knowledge and worldly pleasures. Faust and the 

adjective “Faustian” imply a situation in which an ambitious person surrenders moral integrity in order to 

achieve power and success. Its moral lies in the fact that Faustus is unable to repent and is rent into pieces 

at his deathbed.) 


